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Additivity of Quadrupole Moments in Superdeformed Bands: Single-Particle Motion
at Extreme Conditions
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Quadrupole and hexadecapole moments of superdeformed bands in theA , 150 mass region have
been analyzed in the cranking Skyrme-Hartree-Fock model. It is demonstrated that, independently of
the intrinsic configuration and of the proton and neutron numbers, the charge moments calculated with
respect to the doubly magic superdeformed core of152Dy can be expressed very precisely in terms of
independent contributions from the individual hole and particle orbitals. [S0031-9007(96)01914-X]
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Superdeformed (SD) nuclei in theA , 150 mass region
can be viewed as unique many-body systems. In th
nuclei, due to strong shell effects and rapid rotatio
residual pairing correlations are predicted to be we
Consequently, the SD nuclei in the vicinity of152Dy offer
the possibility to study various facets of the single-parti
motion in a rotating super-prolate well. According to th
mean-field theory, the origin of SD bands can be tra
back to large shell gaps in the single-particle spec
appearing simultaneously for both protons and neutron
large deformations. In theA , 150 mass region, theory
predicts that the strong SD shell effects appear ove
relatively broad range of quadrupole deformations w
the (Z  66, N  86) system 152Dy being a doubly
magic SD nucleus [1–4].

Intrinsic configurations of SD states around152Dy are
well characterized by the intruder orbitals carrying lar
principal oscillator numbersN (high-N orbitals) [5–8].
These are the protonN  6 and neutronN  7 states.
Because of their large intrinsic angular momenta a
quadrupole moments, high-N orbitals strongly respond
to the Coriolis interaction and to the deformed avera
field. Consequently, their occupation numbers are v
good characteristics of rotation and deformation proper
of SD bands, such as the dynamic moment of inertia,J s2d,
or the transition quadrupole moment,Qt. In particular,
studies of theJ s2d behavior as a function of rotationa
frequency and the analysis of distributions of fraction
changes in the moments of inertia [9] suggest t
SD bands in theA , 150 mass region can be we
classified in terms of the high-N contentp6nn7m. The
structural differences between SD bands possessing
same intruder content are usually small, and they are
to other (nonintruder) states.

Recent progress in experimental techniques ma
it possible to perform very precise relative lifetim
measurements of yrast and excited SD bands using
Doppler shift attenuation method [10–12]. The transiti
0031-9007y96y77(26)y5182(4)$10.00
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quadrupole moments determined from experimental li
times are very valuable sources of information on sha
of SD bands and on intrinsic quadrupole moments a
polarizabilities carried out by single particles and hol
around the doubly magic SD152Dy core. According
to theory, the nuclear intrinsic quadrupole moments
very robust observables. They are much less sens
to the details of single-particle spectra (such as sm
shifts of single-particle energies, level crossings, etc.) a
to rotation as compared to the moments of inert
Therefore they are very valuable fingerprints of intrins
single-particle configurations allowing for the stringe
verification of theoretical configuration assignmen
(In the following, experimental transition quadrupo
momentsQt are identified with the calculated intrinsi
quadrupole momentsQ2.)

In the present work, we performed a systematic th
retical analysis of quadrupole and hexadecapole mom
in SD bands around152Dy using the cranking Hartree
Fock (HF) Skyrme model (without pairing) of Ref. [13
In the self-consistent approach, time-odd components
the rotating mean field appear naturally; these fields h
been found to be important for the description of iden
cal bands and moments of inertia [13,14]. All details
calculations strictly follow Ref. [13]. In order to demon
strate the sensitivity of results to the effective interactio
two different Skyrme parametrizations have been us
SkM* [15] and SkP [16].

The calculations have been carried out for theN 
84 87 isotones of Gd, Tb, Dy, and Ho, for a numbe
of (many) particle–(many) hole excitations with respe
to the lowest SD band in152Dy. The intrinsic single-
particle orbitals have been labeled by means of the c
responding asymptotic quantum numbers characteriz
the dominant oscillator component in the HF wave fun
tion. Specifically, thenf770g, nf651g, nf642g, nf411g,
pf651g, pf301g hole orbitals, andnf761g, nf402g, nf514g,
nf521g, pf530g, pf404g, pf411g particle orbitals have
© 1996 The American Physical Society
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been considered. The corresponding Nilsson diagram
be found, e.g., in Ref. [6].

The calculated charge quadrupole momentsQ2 in the
SD nuclei in question decrease gradually with rotation
frequency [4–6]. However, in a frequency range fro
h̄v  0.2 MeV (I ø 20h̄) to h̄v  0.5 MeV (I ø 50h̄)
the relative variation ofQ2 is much smaller than 1%
for most of the calculated bands. Therefore, in order
simplify the presentation, thev-averaged moments hav
been extracted from the calculations. (It is worth noti
that the experimental values ofQt are also averaged ove
many transition energies.)

According to our HF calculations, as well as to tho
of Refs. [13,17], and also in the cranked relativis
mean-field approach [18], the theoretical intrinsic char
quadrupole momentsQ2 are systematically larger by
about 1 e b as compared to the experimental transiti
momentsQt . For example, the experimental and the
retical values of the quadrupole moments in the yr
SD band in152Dy are Qt  17.5s2d e b [11] and Q2 
18.49 e b (HF 1 SkP), respectively. For thep62n71

band in149Gd, the experimental value isQt  15.0s2d e b
[11], while, theoretically,Q2  16.07 e b (HF 1 SkP). It
is to be noted that, as discussed in Ref. [10], experime
absolute values ofQt are subject to a (10–15)% system
tic error from uncertainties in the stopping powers. Co
sequently, it is not clear at present whether the obtai
discrepancy has experimental or theoretical origin.

The measuredrelative variations in Qt between SD
bands, free from uncertainties in the stopping powe
are well reproduced by calculations. For instance,
the pair of SD bands discussed above, the differe
Qts149Gd; p62n71d 2 Qts152Dy; yrastd is 22.5s3d e b in
experiment, while the predicted values are22.42 e b and
22.32 e b in HF 1 SkP and HF1 SkMp, respectively.
Consequently, in the following discussion we concentr
on the calculatedrelative intrinsic charge multipole mo-
mentswith respect to those of the yrast SD band in152Dy:

dQlsAZ; cd ; QlsAZ; cd 2 Qls152Dy;yrastd , (1)

where c stands for the configuration of the SD band
the nucleusAZ and l  2 or 4 for the quadrupole or
hexadecapole moments, respectively.

Figure 1 displays the relative charge quadrupole m
mentsdQ2 versus the relative charge hexadecapole m
mentsdQ4 for 74 SD bands calculated in the HF1 SkP
model. ThedQ2 values range from almost23 e b to al-
most1 e b, and most of the calculated points tend to co
relate along a straight line.

In the present paper we aim at showing that t
multipole momentsdQ2 and dQ4 obtained in the self-
consistent HF calculations can be expressed as s
of individual contributionsqlsid carried by individual
particle and hole states. Namely, the relative cha
multipole moments can be very well approximated by t
“extreme shell model” expression
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FIG. 1. Relative charge quadrupole momentsdQ2 versus
relative charge hexadecapole momentsdQ4, Eq. (1), for 74 SD
bands calculated in the HF1 SkP model. The inset (in the
same scale) shows the differencesdQl 2 dQSM

l , Eq. (2).

dQl ø dQSM
l 

X
i

qlsid , (2)

wherei runs over the particles and holes with respect
the s152Dy;yrastd core defining the intrinsic SD configura-
tion in the nucleusAZ.

The quantity qlsid represents the effective single
particle multipole moment, i.e., the change of the tot
intrinsic moment which is induced on the whole nucleu
by the given particle or hole. Following the standard she
model language,qlsid can be written as

qlsid  qbare
l sid 1 q

pol
l sid , (3)

whereqbare
l sid is the bare single-particle moment (in ou

calculations it is the single-particle HF charge multipo
moment in152Dy) andq

pol
l sid represents the contribution

due to the core polarization. Since the neutrons do n
carry electric charge, theirqbare

l sid  0 and the effective
neutron moments come entirely from the core polarizati
effect entering through the self-consistency of the nucle
mean field. The additivity of single-particle multipole
moments [Eq. (2)] means that the polarizations due
different particles andyor holes are to a large exten
independent of one another.

Since the single-particle content of the HF bands
known, the effective single-particle multipole momen
can be easily extracted from the calculated values ofdQl.
This has been done in two steps. Firstly, by conside
ing the SD bands differing from the doubly magic core o
152Dy only by high-N particles or holes, the values ofql

have been extracted for the intruder orbitals. Next, by su
tracting the contributions todQl from high-N states, the
values ofql were found for nonintruder states by mean
of the least-squares fit. The calculated effective sing
particle quadrupole moments are collected in Table I f
both HF1 SkP and HF1 SkMp models. These numbers
allow for a very precise determination of the total charg
quadrupole or hexadecapole moment of a SD band cal
lated in HF, viewed as a (multi)particle-(multi)hole stat
with respect to the doubly magic SD core of152Dy.

The quality of the extreme single-particle picture is ver
good. This is shown in the inset in Fig. 1, where w
5183
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TABLE I. Effective charge quadrupoleq2 and hexadecapol
q4 moments for single-hole and single-particle orbitals arou
the 152Dy core. The values were extracted from the set
74 calculated bands in HF1 SkP and 133 bands in HF1
SkMp. The orbitals are labeled by means of the asympt
quantum numbersfNnzLg corresponding to the dominan
harmonic oscillator component in the HF wave function a
the signature quantum numberr (the subscripts6 stand for
r  6i). Note the very weak signature dependence ofql.

fNnzLgr q2 se bd q4 se b2d
SkP SkMp SkP SkMp

Holes
pf651g1 20.96 20.96 20.22 20.22
pf651g2 20.89 20.88 20.19 20.19
pf301g1 0.15 0.13 20.01 20.01
pf301g2 0.18 0.16 20.01 20.01
nf770g1 20.59 20.48 20.17 20.17
nf770g2 20.57 20.48 20.17 20.17
nf642g1 20.22 20.22 20.03 20.03
nf642g2 20.24 20.24 20.03 20.03
nf651g1 20.43 20.28 20.09 20.05
nf651g2 20.43 20.30 20.09 20.05
nf411g1

a 0.18 0.16 0.05 0.05
nf411g2

a 0.15 0.13 0.05 0.05
Particles

pf530g6 0.59 0.55 0.04 0.03
pf411g6 0.11 0.10 20.05 20.04
pf404g6 20.30 20.28 20.01 0.00
nf402g6 20.44 20.38 20.03 20.02
nf514g6 20.25 20.22 20.07 20.06
nf521g6 0.00 20.01 20.03 20.03
nf761g1 0.41 0.28 0.09 0.06
nf761g2 0.46 0.41 0.11 0.11

aIn the HF1 SkP model this orbital should be labeled as
f413g rather thanf411g.

plot for the same set of SD bands the differences betw
the self-consistent valuesdQl and the shell-model val
uesdQSM

l given by Eq. (2). The vast majority of calcu
lated points falls into a very narrow region withjdQ2 2

dQSM
2 j # 0.05 e b and jdQ4 2 dQSM

4 j # 0.03 e b2. In
a few cases (shown by the full dots) a very strong m
ing between single-particle orbitals carrying very diffe
ent single-particle quadrupole and hexadecapole mom
gives rise to slightly larger deviations, but even in tho
situations the largest departure from the shell-model r
tion is around60.2 e b for dQ2. Although a band cross
ing (which may appear as the backbending phenome
is prone to obscure the comparison with experimental d
a precise measurement of the quadrupole moments for
ferent values of spin may become an ultimate test of p
dictions concerning the two configurations which cross

According to Table I, both Skyrme parametrizatio
employed give rather similar values ofql. The absolute
values of effective single-particle multipole moments
systematically smaller in SkM* than in SkP, althou
these differences are of the order of the theoret
uncertainties due, e.g., to basis optimization and
statistical error of the least-squares procedure. Forq2
5184
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these uncertainties can be estimated to be of the orde
0.05 e b (cf. inset in Fig. 1).

The calculated and experimental values ofdQ2 are
compared in Table II. The experimental error bars indQ2
have been estimated under the assumption that the qu
experimental errors inQt are statistical. The configu-
ration assignments follow those of Refs. [11,12] exce
for bands 2 and 3 in151Dy. It is seen that the genera
agreement between experiment and theory is good.
only serious discrepancy is seen for band 3 in149Gd. As
far as bands 2 and 3 in151Dy are concerned, the experi
ment [12] yields positive values ofdQ2, and this makes
it difficult to explain their structure in terms of a single
neutron hole innf642g21 or nf651g21 states, both carry-
ing negative quadrupole moments (Table I). On the oth
hand, thenf411g21 hole is consistent with the positive
value of dQ2. In this context, it is interesting to note
that the particle-hole excitationpf301g21

1 pf530g1 has a
large quadrupole moment of,0.7 e b (see Table I). (The
pf530g1 routhian appears just above theZ  66 gap in
the SkM* calculations.) Guided by the experimental va
ues ofdQ2, we propose assignments shown in Table II

The weakening of pairing correlations in theA ,
150 SD nuclei, which has been extensively discussed
Ref. [8], is further supported by the present calculation
Indeed, the good reproduction of experimental data by
calculations without pairing suggests that the configu
tion mixing due to pairing is weak. This result, togeth
with earlier studies of the moments of inertia distributio
[9] and the detailed Nilsson-Strutinsky analysis of sing
particle routhians in SD nuclei of Ref. [19], suggests th
many features of the superdeformed bands in theA , 150
mass region can be very well understood in terms of
almost undisturbed single-particle motion. Although sy
tematic cranked HF-Bogolyubov calculations (with pa
ing) are not yet available, the results of Ref. [17] sho
that pairing may slightly decrease the total quadrup
moment in 152Dy. On the other hand, the inclusion o
pairing correlations slightly spoils the previously obtaine
agreement with the experimental dynamic moment of
ertia in 152Dy [6,17]. This suggests that the role and th
magnitude of the (small) pairing correlations is uncerta
at the moment, and requires further studies.

The strong configuration dependence of effe
tive single-particle quadrupole moments can be e
plained using the axial harmonic oscillator mod
[q2sid  Aznzsid 2 A'n'sid, with the constants Az

and A' being positive (negative) for the particle (hole
orbitals]. This dependence on intrinsic quantum numb
has also been discussed in the cranked Nilsson-Strutin
calculations of Refs. [4–6,11], where the total quadrupo
moments were extracted from the calculated equilibriu
deformations assuming a sharp uniform charge distri
tion. Since the macroscopic quadrupole moments sc
according toZA2y3, the authors of Ref. [11] concluded
that the equality of quadrupole moments in differe
nuclei must necessarily imply different equilibrium
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TABLE II. Experimental and calculated (HF1 SkP and HF1 SkMp) relative charge
quadrupole momentsdQ2, Eq. (1), in SD bands in148,149Gd, 151Tb, and151Dy.

Nucleus Configuration dQ2 se bd
Expt. SkP SkMp

148Gd nf770g21
2 nf651g21

1 pf651g22 22.9s0.3da 22.85 22.60
nf651g22p622 22.7s0.4da 22.71 22.42

nf411g22pf301g22 0.3(1.3)a 0.66 0.58
149Gd nf770g21

2 pf651g22 22.5s0.3da 22.42 22.32
nf651g21

2 pf651g22 21.9s0.4da 22.28 22.12
nf770g21

2 pf651g21
1 pf301g21

1 22.3s0.5da 21.38 21.31
nf411g21

2 pf301g22 0.0(0.6)a 0.48 0.42
151Tb pf651g21

1 20.7s0.7d b 20.96 20.96
151Dy nf770g21

2 20.6s0.4d b 20.57 20.48
nf642g21

1 pf301g21
1 pf530g1

c 0.7(0.7)b 0.52 0.46
nf411g21

1
c 0.4(0.6)b 0.18 0.16

nf411g21
2 0.0(0.6)b 0.15 0.13

aReference [11].
bReference [12].
cSee discussion in text.
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deformations. This conclusion is not supported by o
calculations. Similar quadrupole moments in identic
SD bands can be simply explained by their identical hig
N content. (As seen in Table I the high-N intruder
states carry the largest values ofql.) The remaining dif-
ferences can be attributed to other valence orbitals. T
macroscopicZA2y3 scaling does not hold in microscopic
theory; it is the similarity of the intrinsic configurations
hence the corresponding intrinsic quadrupole momen
not the difference in quadrupole deformations, that is vit
for understanding the identical band phenomenon.

In summary, we performed a systematic study o
quadrupole and hexadecapole moments in SD ban
in the A , 150 mass region using the Skyrme-HF
model. The most striking observation is that the relativ
quadrupole moments can be written as a sum of ind
pendent contributions from the single-particleyhole states
around the doubly magic SD core of152Dy. That is,
the “extreme shell-model” relation [Eq. (2)] holds with
a surprisingly high accuracy. The relative quadrupo
moments calculated with respect to the152Dy SD core
follow experimental trends rather well, and they are rath
strong indicators of underlying intrinsic configurations
Our results, together with the previous systematics
experimental moments of inertia [9], strongly sugge
that the SD high-spin bands around152Dy are excellent
examples of an almost undisturbed single-particle motio
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